Cheap forward controls
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results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. Packaging Option. New Arrivals.
International Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your
Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle. FREE Shipping. Only 6 left in stock order soon. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb Arlen Ness 3 in. Style B Black. Price may vary by color.
Only 15 left in stock - order soon. Style A Black. In stock on February 27, In stock on April 13,
Chrome sportster Forward Controls motorcycle shift linkage rod For Harley footrest sportster
foot pegs For Harley sportster forward controlâ€¦. Only 20 left in stock - order soon. Style A
chrome. Only 18 left in stock - order soon. Also available in Black. Bikers Choice Forward
Controls Kit Only 4 left in stock - order soon. Also available in Silver. Only 10 left in stock order soon. Get it as soon as Wed, Mar 3. Only 1 left in stock more on the way. Only 1 left in
stock - order soon. Need help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu.
There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free
delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English
Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising
Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa
Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship
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Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. Sign Out. Join Sign in. Great news!!! We literally have
thousands of great products in all product categories. AliExpress will never be beaten on
choice, quality and price. But you may have to act fast as this top forward control is set to
become one of the most sought-after best-sellers in no time. With the lowest prices online,
cheap shipping rates and local collection options, you can make an even bigger saving.
AliExpress takes pride in making sure that you always have an informed choice when you buy
from one of hundreds of stores and sellers on our platform. Every store and seller is rated for
customer service, price and quality by real customers. Plus you can find out the store or
individual seller ratings, as well as compare prices, shipping and discount offers on the same
product by reading comments and reviews left by users. Every purchase is star-rated and often
has comments left by previous customers describing their transaction experience so you can
buy with confidence every time. You can find store coupons, AliExpress coupons or you can
collect coupons every day by playing games on the AliExpress app. On AliExpress, great
quality, price and service comes as standard â€” every time. By continuing to use AliExpress
you accept our use of cookies view more on our Privacy Policy. You can adjust your Cookie
Preferences at the bottom of this page. Cookie Preferences. Buyer Protection. Ship to. Wish
List. Account Welcome to AliExpress! Welcome back. All Categories. Hot promotions in forward
control on aliexpress:. Hot Search: msata d 2 5 inch sata dress stitched arabic light bulbs blue
24 v long satin robes sale large crystal pyramid large cubes baby wood large cute sweatshirt
light bulbs auto wy5w large cradle backpack Ranking Keywords: nike wholesale nightwing suit
nightwing cosplay nike wallet nike wallet mens nightwing costume. Google Play App Store. All
rights reserved. Scan or click to download. Discussion in ' Sportster Models ' started by
denisedyann , May 8, Log in or Sign up. Harley Davidson Forums. Tags: extened forward
controls sportster I replaced the standard controls on my Sportster xl, with some aftermarket
forward controls purchased new off ebay. The rear brake sticks up so high off the normal riding
position, that I have to lift my foot off the peg to reach it. Not a safe situation when trying to
brake! Same with the shifter side. I literally have to pick my foot up off the peg to shift up to the
higher gears. Then again when down shifting. There is no place to adjust the brake or shifter
lever! These kits look just like the kit I had already installed that didn't fit right. Is there a brand
that is better than others, without breaking the bank? What do I do? Risk getting something that
doesn't work again? PS Thisis why I had an accident a couple years ago, when I couldn't stop
quick, since I can't reach the rear brake. Any advice is appreciated!! It's been my experience you
get what you pay for on aftermarket add on's. In some case's it's better to bite the bullet, pay the
extra and get the right parts for your needs. Hopefully someone will chime in that has
experienced the same problems your having and suggest what worked for them. Good luck. Jeff
Klarich , May 8, You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Your name or
email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password
is: Forgot your password? This product is out of stock and we are sourcing a new
manufacturer. Contact us to be added to our interest list at sales lowandmean. This Bolt-on
product offers more comfort and function for your Yamaha Star Bolt. This product does come

with a very nice production high gloss powder coated steel brackets along with many other
quality parts to create a complete bolt on kit. The only thing you will need is fresh brake fluid to
bleed the included, new brake line. Featured on our Copper Bolt build. Ordered the kit awhile
ago just wanted to put some miles on the kit so i could give a more accurate review. Product
was very well packaged. I understand the directions are on a youtube video but i would have
liked to have a hardcopy however its really easy to install with common sense no video is really
even needed. Completly makes the bike enjoyable to ride now. Im not all crunched up and am
stretched out to a more comfortable position. Overall best buy so far for my bike. Our standard
order fulfillment is business days. Painted products are a minimum 3 weeks wait to fulfill. Triple
trees may take 12 weeks to fulfill. Forward Control Kit for the Star Bolt. Forward Control Kit for
the Star Bolt 5. Facebook Email. What you need to know: Installation is at your own risk for any
ABS brake line models. Others have had success with bypassing the ABS and having it go
straight to the disk brake. We do not advise on altering your bike from factory settings. C-Spec
Yamaha Bolt does not work with these forward controls! This bolt-on product does require you
to remove your exhaust for easier install. You will need to bleed the rear brakes. This kit will not
work with our Hwy Peg kit. How much further forward are the pegs from the stock foot peg
position? Are these forward control brackets and hardware easy to install? The process is fairly
simple but if you are not mechanically inclined then have your local shop install this item.
Bleeding the rear brakes is the hardest Does this kit come with everything I will need? Yes, this
is a true bolt-on product, no cutting, welding or grinding to install. We offer everything besides
brake fluid. Ride Low and Mean. Log In Register. Sign In. Recently viewed. You may also like.
See Details. Need Help? Call us at or drop us an email. Email Us. Apply Now. Newsletter
Sign-Up. Stay in the know. Sign Up for Email. Customer Support. Motorcycle Services. About
Us. Other Products. Sitemap Disclaimers. Third-party trademarks are the property of their
respective owners. Estimated from fuel economy tests on a sample motorcycle from the
corresponding family conducted by Harley-Davidson under ideal laboratory conditions. Not all
motorcycle models undergo fuel economy testing. Fuel economy and mileage may vary among
motorcycle models within a family. Your mileage may vary depending on your personal riding
habits, weather conditions, trip length, vehicle condition and vehicle configuration and other
conditions. Break-in mileage may vary. Options such as color are available at additional cost.
Prices exclude tax, title, licensing, registration fees, destination charges, added accessories,
and additional dealer charges, if any, and are subject to change. Harley-Davidson reimburses
dealers for performing manufacturer-specified pre-delivery inspection and setup tasks. Dealer
prices may vary. North America security system includes immobilizer; outside North America
the security system includes immobilizer and siren. Not all applicants will qualify. In this
example, customer is responsible for applicable taxes, title, licensing fees and any other fees or
charges at the time of sale. APR is calculated according to the simple interest method. Not valid
in conjunction with other offers. Other terms, conditions, and limitations may apply. Dealer
participation may vary. Financing offer is subject to change or cancellation at any time.
Purchaser who purchases an Eligible Motorcycle during the Sales Period has the option to
trade-in the Eligible Motorcycle at its original purchase price towards the purchase of a new,
unregistered, model year , , or Harley-Davidson Touring, Trike, Softail, Dyna, Sportster, Street or
Special 3. Offer is limited to one claim per eligible VIN. Excludes Police Models. Customers
must redeem the offer at the same H-D dealership where the Eligible Motorcycle purchase
originated. Certain exceptions apply for customers who move during the Trade-Up period. See
participating H-D dealer for details. The offer only applies to Eligible Motorcycles submitted for
trade-in on a new, unregistered Eligible Trade-Up Motorcycle of greater value and not the same
model. Offer is limited to one claim per customer. The Purchaser is responsible for the
difference between the trade-in value of the Eligible Motorcycle and the purchase price of the
Eligible Trade-Up Motorcycle. Trade-in must be a vehicle in good condition and good working
order. Tires, suspension, engine, and transmission must all be within factory specifications and
are subject to inspection by the participating H-D dealer. Vehicle exterior cannot reflect neglect
or abuse. The participating H-D dealer will make the sole determination regarding whether the
trade-in is in good working condition and good working order. The purchaser is responsible for
all costs of operating and maintaining the Eligible Motorcycle prior to trade-in. This offer may
not be combined with any other promotions, offers or discounts without the express permission
of Harley-Davidson. However, qualified customers can use Harley-Davidson Financial Services
special financing promotions in conjunction with the Freedom Promise. The H-D dealer may
require documentation to substantiate this relationship before extending the offer to the spouse
or domestic partner. Eligible Trade-Up Motorcycles must be taken from dealer stock and are not
available on future motorcycle orders, deliveries or deposits outside the Trade-Up Period.
Certain models of motorcycles may not be available at some participating dealers. Valid only at

participating U. H-D dealerships. Offer not valid in Hawaii. Cannot be redeemed for cash or cash
equivalent. Offer is subject to change without notice. Void where prohibited. Financing offer is
subject to change or cancellation at anytime. Bank National Association, pursuant to a license
from Visa U. No Money Down offer is available only to well-qualified credit tier applicants. Other
terms, conditions and limitations may apply. See your Harley-Davidson dealer for details. This 7.
Prices and selection at local dealerships may vary. All taxes are extra. STACYC reserves the
right without prior notice to discontinue at any time any of the items herein or change
specifications or designs without incurring any obligation to the customer. All items are subject
to availability and prior sale by our dealers. Riding range estimates provided following the SAE
J and are based on expected performance of a fully-charged battery when operated under
specified conditions. Actual range will vary depending on riding habits, ambient weather and
equipment conditions. Financing offer is available only for up to a 60 month term. Customer
must take delivery by September 30, Potential government incentives are identified for
informational purposes only. Availability and eligibility vary, may change without notice and are
beyond the control of Harley-Davidson. Eligibility and amount of credits and rebates depend on
your personal situation. Please consult your tax professional and your state or federal agency
for details and eligibility requirements. Harley-Davidson gives you the best possible experience
on the road. We use cookies to give you the best possible experience on our site. By sticking
around you are agreeing to our policy. I agree. Forward control extension kit is specifically for
Harley-Davison Dyna motorcycles Kit moves the existing stock forward controls a full 3"
forward All components are show quality chrome to give that extra shine Includes 2 chrome
extension plates, Complete assemblies for both brake and shifter sides; easy bolt on design
Includes foot pegs, levers, linkage and hardware, main components are premium black
powder-coated made to last Premium chrome plated construction built to last; forward controls
These new primary cover inspection covers are made from die-cast aluminum Available in
chrome, black or polished aluminum Hardware kit included gasket NOT included Sold each
more. Direct replacement for stock linkage with forward controls Made from durable A
aluminum, rugged look Features premium steel heim joints and custom jam nuts to conceal
exposed threads Includes 1 Satin Black Shift Linkage; Suggested for installation Fits Dyna
modes Complete with pegs, levers, linkage and hardware Complete assemblies for both brake
and shifter sides more. Complete assemblies for both brake and shifter sides Includes peg,
levers, linkage and hardware Mounts easily to front motor mounts Instructions included Will not
fit with an engine guard, crash bar or 2-in-1 exhaust more. Puts your feet forward in a much
more comfortable riding position Chrome plated Steel Construction will last for years Quality
value more. Puts your feet forward in a much more comfortable riding position Chrome plated
Steel Construction will last for years Comes with rail style foot pegs shifter peg more. Raider
Forward Complete Control Set. These chrome plated forward controls are complete assemblies
for both brake and shifter sides They come complete with pegs, levers, linkage and hardware
Mounts easily to front motor mounts more. Moves the driver 1. Mid controls relocate the stock,
forward placement controls 15" back and 1" higher; Allows a more comfortable, aggressive
riding position Relocates factory peg mounts, rear brake master cylinder, brake lever, and shift
lever; Includes all neccessary Wish your brake pedal pad were just a little wider? Longhorn
Brake Pedal Pad. Sold individually. These super adjustable cruise pegs for Sportsters are quick
and easy to install and provide a wide range of adjustment They bolt securely to the welded
cross brace near the bottom of the downtubes and work on models with or without forward
controls Move the OEM controls forward almost 3" for a more comfortable riding position Kits
include Black Anodized billet aluminum adapter plates, extended stainless-steel rear Brake
Line, extended shifter rod, and necessary hardware Use stock foot pegs, Brake Designed to
keep you moving forward with the latest in styling and vibration-isolating technology Featuring
an aluminum body and EPDM rubber; Ride with less fatigue and more control in a modern
design Coordinates with the entire Kinetic line of Swap the driver or passenger foot pegs for the
cruising comfort that floorboards provide Features molded EPDM rubber for improved vibration
dampening, with beveled aluminum housings; Three separate mounting points in forward ,
middle or rear locations Allows you to give your passenger the gift that will provide smiles for
miles Position the cruise pegs forward and out for a variety of foot placement options Bolts
directly to the factory floorboard mounts; Pegs pivot out of the way when not in use Perfect to
adjust your pegs forward , back, up, down in degrees Both male end and clevis can be rotated
degrees and lock securely when fully tightened Can be mounted to any Kuryakyn style foot peg
mount and simply adjust to desired position and Bring style, quality, function, and adjustability
to your motorcycle Features a forward rotating swing arm that provides additional foot position
for your passenger Rotates back when not in use Includes 1 Chrome right side adjustable
passenger peg Easily swap your driver or passenger footpegs; Gain the cruising comfort that

only floorboards can provide Three separate mounting points deliver dialed-in board
positioning in forward , middle or rear locations; Hinged boards include a pivot mechanism
Repositions driver boards out 1" and forward 1" from stock location Makes a noticeable
difference in comfort; thighs aren't as tight against the tank, right knee is not as tight against
the air cleaner, and legs get to stretch out a little bit more Break a way slim flex lever design
with a smooth round lever shape providing great feel and control Manufactured to tight
tolerances to specifically fit OEM perch assembly and boot, adjustable for hand size and
designed to rotate forward during impact Designed for added stability and control in
High-Speed situations, heavy crosswinds and turbulent environments Seat pushes you down
and forward approximately 2 inches Pronounced rise at the seat tip helps to lock rider in Saddle
to mitigate torso Stores are responsible for providing Bizrate with correct and current prices.
Sales taxes and shipping costs are estimates; please check store for exact amounts. Product
specifications are obtained from merchants or third parties. Although we make every effort to
present accurate information, Bizrate is not responsible for inaccuracies. We encourage you to
notify us of any discrepancies by clicking here. Store ratings and product reviews are submitted
by online shoppers; they do not reflect our opinions and we have no responsibility for their
content. By Seller Amazon. By Keyword. Best Seller. More like this Find other Motorcycle Parts
Product Detail From Amazon. Ads related to forward controls. Best prices on Forward controls
in Motorcycle Parts online. Visit Bizrate to find the best deals on top brands. Read reviews on
Automotive merchants and buy with confidence. Show: Free Shipping Sales. Raider Sportster
Forward Controls Black Powder Coated Full Set Kit B Complete assemblies for both brake and
shifter sides; easy bolt on design Includes foot pegs, levers, linkage and hardware, main
components are premium black powder-coated made to last Premium chrome plated
construction built to last; forward controls Raider Sportster Forward Controls Chrome Plated
Full Set Kit Complete assemblies for both brake and shifter sides Includes peg, levers, linkage
and hardware Mounts easily to front motor mounts Instructions included Will not fit with an
engine guard, crash bar or 2-in-1 exhaust more More like this Find other Motorcycle Parts
Raider Forward Complete Control Set These chrome plated forward controls are complete
assemblies for both brake and shifter sides They come complete with pegs, levers, linkage and
hardware Mounts easily to front motor mounts more More like this Find other Motorcycle Parts
Kuryakyn Motorcycle Foot Control : Mid Controls for Indian Scout Motorcycles, Black Mid
controls relocate the stock, forward placement controls 15" back and 1" higher; Allows a more
comfortable, aggressive riding position Relocates factory peg mounts, rear brake master
cylinder, brake lever, and shift lever; Includes all neccessary Kuryakyn Motorcycle Foot
Controls : Adjustable Mustache Bar for Harley-Davidson Sportster Motorcycles, Chrome These
super adjustable cruise pegs for Sportsters are quick and easy to install and provide a wide
range of adjustment They bolt securely to the welded cross brace near the bottom of the
downtubes and work on models with or without forward controls Arlen Ness 3" Foot Control
Extension Kit Move the OEM controls forward almost 3" for a more comfortable riding position
Kits include Black Anodized billet aluminum adapter plates, extended stainless-steel rear Brake
Line, extended shifter rod, and necessary hardware Use stock foot pegs, Brake Kuryakyn
Motorcycle Foot Control Component: Hex Folding Boards for Driver or Passenger Floorboards,
Satin Black, 1 Pair Swap the driver or passenger foot pegs for the cruising comfort that
floorboards provide Features molded EPDM rubber for improved vibration dampening, with
beveled aluminum housings; Three separate mounting points in forward , middle or rear
locations Kuryakyn Motorcycle Foot Control Component: Hex Folding Boards for Driver or
Passenger Floorboards, Chrome, 1 Pair Swap the driver or passenger foot pegs for the cruising
comfort that floorboards provide Features molded EPDM rubber for improved vibration
dampening, with beveled aluminum housings; Three separate mounting points in forward ,
middle or rear locations Kuryakyn Motorcycle Foot Control Component: 2" Adjustable Lockable
Offset Footpeg Mounts with Male Mount Adapters, Chrome, 1 Pair Perfect to adjust your pegs
forward , back, up, down in degrees Both male end and clevis can be rotated degrees and lock
securely when fully tightened Can be mounted to any Kuryakyn style foot peg mount and simply
adjust to desired position and Kuryakyn Motorcycle Foot Control Component: 4" Adjustable
Lockable Offset Footpeg Mounts with Male Mount Adapters, Chrome, 1 Pair Perfect to adjust
your pegs forward , back, up, down in degrees Both male end and clevis can be rotated degrees
and lock securely when fully tightened Can be mounted to any Kuryakyn style foot peg mount
and simply adjust to desired position and Kuryakyn Motorcycle Foot Control : Retractable
Passenger Pegs for Harley-Davidson Motorcycles, Chrome, 1 Pair Bring style, quality, function,
and adjustability to your motorcycle Features a forward rotating swing arm that provides
additional foot position for your passenger Rotates back when not in use Includes 1 Chrome
right side adjustable passenger peg Kuryakyn Motorcycle Foot Control Component: Heavy

Industry Folding Boards for Driver or Passenger Floorboards, Chrome, 1 Pair Easily swap your
driver or passenger footpegs; Gain the cruising comfort that only floorboards can provide Three
separate mounting points deliver dialed-in board positioning in forward , middle or rear
locations; Hinged boards include a pivot mechanism Kuryakyn Motorcycle Foot Control
Component: Driver Floorboard Relocation Brackets for Harley-Davidson Softail Motorcycles,
Chrome Repositions driver boards out 1" and forward 1" from stock location Makes a noticeable
difference in comfort; thighs aren't as tight against the tank, right knee is not as tight against
the air cleaner, and legs get to stretch out a little bit more Kuryakyn Motorcycle Foot Control
Component: Heavy Industry Folding Boards for Driver or Passenger Floorboards, Satin Black, 1
Pair Easily swap your driver or passenger footpegs; Gain the cruising comfort that only
floorboards can provide Three separate mounting points deliver dialed-in board positioning in
forward , middle or rear locations; Hinged boards include a pivot mechanism Kuryakyn
Premium Kinetic Handlebar Grips: Universal Fit for Motorcycles with 1" Diameter Bars, Chrome,
1 Pair Designed to keep you moving forward with the latest in styling and vibration-isolating
technology Featuring an aluminum body and
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EPDM rubber; Ride with less fatigue and more control in a modern design Coordinates with the
entire Kinetic line of Torc1 Racing Vengeance Flex Clutch Lever Break a way slim flex lever
design with a smooth round lever shape providing great feel and control Manufactured to tight
tolerances to specifically fit OEM perch assembly and boot, adjustable for hand size and
designed to rotate forward during impact Torc1 Racing Vengeance Flex Front Brake Lever
Break a way slim flex lever design with a smooth round lever shape providing great feel and
control Manufactured to tight tolerances to specifically fit OEM perch assembly and boot,
adjustable for hand size and designed to rotate forward during impact Torc1 Racing Vengeance
Flex Clutch Lever break a way slim flex lever design with a smooth round lever shape providing
great feel and control manufactured to tight tolerances to specifically fit oem perch assembly
and boot, adjustable for hand size and designed to rotate forward during impact

